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  provides sophisticated service 
vessels and excellent ship management for fast and safe transfer of personnel 
and cargo to offshore sites. We use the specific requirements of our 
customers regarding transport capacity, comfort and performance levels 
as benchmarks for developing our service vessels in cooperation with 
leading builders such as Damen Shipyards. Our strong position in ship 
design, ship building and ship management offers our customers the 
opportunity to promptly react to the latest market developments. We take 
into account the specific needs that large numbers of offshore wind farms 
at ever increasing distances from the coast will generate. Risk-based ship 
design guarantees maximum safety, even in difficult (weather) conditions. 

QUALITY, HEALTH, SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT
SeaZip is committed to ensuring excellence in Health, Safety, Security and 
Environmental performance for all our employees, clients and other parties. 
Meeting this commitment is a company objective and the individual and 
collective responsibility of all our employees. SeaZip operates within the 
shipping business in its own culture. Employees working for the company 
are committed to it. Where we treat each other with respect. Have an open 
and friendly attitude to colleagues, clients and other parties involved, 
regardless nationality, rank, sea or shore based. Key words in our culture 
are good communication, clear expectations, give constructive feedback 
and we work as a team, and try to recognizes others perception which 
results in an excellence performance.
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SEAZIP FCS 2610 CATAMARANS ARE DESIGNED AND 
BUILT FOR:
P  Fast transport of personnel, tools and equipment
P  Logistics for the offshore wind, oil and gas industry
P  Marine geophysical and hydrographic survey
P  Dive support
P  Guard service
P  Inspections by drones or ROV’s

DATA FCS 2610 CATAMARANS
Hull   Aluminum catamaran
Superstructure  Aluminum
Basic functions  Crew / cargo duties
Classification GL and BV   
Flag  Dutch
Builder Damen Shipyards

Length o.a.  26 m
Beam 10 m  
Crew  4 
Passengers  12
Seats  All motion damping seats
Air conditioning  In wheelhouse and passenger accommodation
Speed  25.0 kts
Maximum range Up to 1200 nm

PROPULSION SYSTEM
Main engines 2 x 895 kW Caterpillar C32 TTA, rating B
Bowthrusters 2 x 50 kW

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
A 24 V, 230 V and 440 V system, 2 generators and a 32 A shore connection 
offer all possibilities needed
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NAUTICAL AND COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
All nautical instruments and communication equipment necessary to 
perform the various tasks mentioned earlier, are on board.
 
DECK LAY-OUT
The deck offers 90 m2 of space, a maximum deck load of 1.50 ton/m2 and 
container fittings integrated in the cargo deck. To port a hydraulic deck 
crane with an SWL of 2200 kg at 8.60 m, makes loading and unloading 
an easy job. The moon pool facilitates working with divers or ROV’s.

LIFE SAVING EQUIPMENT
2 Lifebuoys,  2 liferafts for 16 persons and personal equipment for 16 
persons such als lifejackets, immersion suits and personal MOB-systems, 
are on board.

See for more detailed information the datasheet per vessel

A SeaZip catamaran can be converted to a guard service vessel with extra 
equipment: 

P  An MOB-boat on a cradle and to be lowered with an A-frame
P  MOB recovery with a Jason’s cradle and hoist
P  A first aid container with various medical supplies on deck

SEAZIP GUARD



TWIN AXE BOW CONCEPT
The Damen Twin Axe Bow is a significant step forward from 
more conventional seagoing high speed vessels, due to the 
unique and superior characteristics of this hull form. It is the 
result of five years research of Damen Shipyards in cooperation 
with the Delft Technical University, the Royal Netherlands 
Navy, the Maritime Research Institute and the US Coast Guard. 

The Twin Axe Bow ensure low resistance, high sustained speed 
in waves and superior sea keeping characteristics.
The safety of the vessel and crew increases significantly.
Vertical accelerations are reduced significantly and bow slam-
ming is even entirely eliminated. The crew and passengers will 
be less tired, which will clearly reduce operational risks.
 
Twin Axe Bow, compared to conventional high speed hull forms:
 
Highest accelerations
P  80% lower peak accelerations:
 less fatigue passengers/crew
  no slamming – no damage
 
Resistance
P  flat water: 10 % less
P  sea state 4: 22% less
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 ABOUT THE 
 FLEET MANAGER
 SeaZip Offshore Service is a member of the 
 JR Shipping Group. The management of SeaZip 
ships is carried out by the JR Shipping Group, located in Harlingen, The 
Netherlands, an experienced and renowned ship owning company. The 
shipping group operates a fleet of modern container feeder and multi-

POTENTIAL OFFSHORE WINDFARM AREAS. GREEN: PLANNED, RED: REALISED

Source: Offshore Wind, Clean Electricity from the Sea - Chris Westra, December 2014

purpose vessels sailing under Dutch flag. JR Shipping cooperates closely 
with experienced maritime partners, several shipyards in the Netherlands 
and abroad, and renowned shipping banks. JR Shipping is an efficient, 
flexible organisation, offering swift and effective solutions. We combine 
clout in ship development with well-secured quality and safety in ship 
management and an eye for sustainability. You can find more information 
on www.jrshipping.nl


